In order to defend the freedom, independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, pursuant to the Order of the Presidency of the Republic of BH, I hereby proclaim

GENERAL MOBILISATION
in Srebrenica Municipality

ORDER:

1. IMMEDIATELY mobilise all able-bodied citizens from 16 to 60 years of age for the purpose of joining TO/Territorial Defence/ units, Public Security stations, CZ/Civilian Protection/ units and compulsory work service.

2. Citizens must IMMEDIATELY report to the nearest Secretariat for NO/National Defence/, staff (unit) or reception centre to register and receive their wartime assignment. They must bring their personal weapons with them.

3. Unfit citizens who have weapons must turn them over to the nearest BH TO unit.

4. All citizens must place at our disposal any materiel and technical equipment which is of interest for national defence.

5. The order also applies to citizens from other municipalities of the Republic of BH who are currently staying in the territory of Srebrenica Municipality.

PRESIDENT
OF WAR PRESIDENCY

/signed/
(Hajrudin AVDIĆ)